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Features: JIExplorer Product Key supports the export of images as JPG and RAW format.
JIExplorer also can resize images and can reduce the sizes of images. JIExplorer supports a
comprehensive image management. JIExplorer can manage duplicate images JIExplorer
allows you to rotate images in different angles. JIExplorer allows you to add comments
and notes to the images. JIExplorer allows you to create albums. JIExplorer allows you to
print images. JIExplorer has a built-in image viewer and can create thumbnails out of any
images Albums: JIExplorer allows to create and organize albums. Image Management:
JIExplorer allows to rename images, copy images, move images and delete images. Help:
JIExplorer features support for Help Center. Versions: JIExplorer currently has 2 versions:
Lite and Classic. Lite version: JIExplorer Lite supports the following formats: JPEG PNG GIF
J2K and J2C RAW It also supports the following resolutions: 4K: 3840 x 2160 2390 x 2160
1920 x 1080 1366 x 768 840 x 480 640 x 480 480 x 270 360 x 240 240 x 180 180 x 90
120 x 90 80 x 60 60 x 60 50 x 30 30 x 30 24 x 24 12 x 12 8 x 8 4 x 4 2 x 2 1 x 1 PSF All
the above formats are also supported for image modifications. In detail, Image
modifications: Colorspace conversion Exposure compensation Exposure compensation
Brightness/contrast Contrast Sharpening Neutralize colors Red eye reduction Hue shift
Gain/Luminescence Saturation Contrast Invert colors Layers Animated images Paint brush
Adjusted gamma Adjusted gamma Layered image Effects Colorize Grayscale

JIExplorer Crack +

JIExplorer is a Java image Explorer / Viewer, specifically intended for managing large
image collections. The program features an easy to use graphical interface, designed to
manage your photo collection. Try more than 100% free software Avast Free VPN is the
best and professional tool to avoid your online data from being monitored and accessed.
(Trial version) Find more information on Download both trial versions and make sure to try
a free one before paying. Avast Free VPN is the best and professional tool to avoid your
online data from being monitored and accessed. (Trial version) Find more information on
You are being logged in to the trial version of the application as so you will have no access
to your personal data •You are being logged in to the trial version of the application as so
you will have no access to your personal data P2P Photo Sharing If you are looking for a
free P2P photo sharing site, you have come to the right place. If you are looking for a site
for free, you can find a lot of them, but here you will find many options. If you need a site
for free to be able to download, share, and upload your photos, you can find a lot of them,
but here you will find many options. You can share your photos, and get many people to
view them. You can freely download, upload, and share your photos. you can join the best
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community of people sharing photos. We hope you enjoy our website, if you have any
suggestions or if you want to leave any comment or opinion, please contact us by clicking
on the mail icon. Thank you! AnimePNG is a website for anime fans and photographers to
share free anime screenshots, open source for everyone to download, save and view free
AnimePNG is a website for anime fans and photographers to share free anime
screenshots, open source for everyone to download, save and view free Many people use
the AnimePNG website to view and share their favorite anime images and photos. The site
is built on PHP and MySQL and supports customizable and ease-of-use features and also a
unique directory feature. If you want to get this website, you only b7e8fdf5c8
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JIExplorer is a Java image explorer / Viewer, specifically intended for managing large
image collections. JIExplorer is platform independent, and can run on any platform that
supports the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). The program features an easy to use
graphical interface, designed to manage your photo collection. JIExplorer is easy to use,
and can be used for a variety of purposes. The program includes a variety of features. For
starters, it can be used as a file manager, by simply opening the folder where the images
are stored, selecting an image to be viewed, and then clicking on the view image button.
The program also has a variety of features to help you manage your image collection. For
example, JIExplorer can be set to show the image content of every folder on the collection,
or an image can be selected for it to be displayed. Next, JIExplorer can also be set to show
only the images from a particular folder, or the images from a selection of folders. The
images can be viewed in full screen mode or in a thumbnailed view. The program can be
set to be either immediate save as viewer, or to open a new image viewer after viewing
the image. Finally, you can customize the parameters of the viewer, including the total
size of the picture, its aspect ratio, font, and even its size. The program is designed to be
extensible, in that it can be linked to any number of file format viewers. The viewer can be
changed to any format you like, including JPG, TIF, GIF, PNG, BMP, EPS, PDF, and anything
else that can be viewed with a Java viewer. JIExplorer can work with both local and remote
images, as well as any images stored on any type of server. The images can be viewed
and moved between folders on a remote server, and even between servers. If you have
images on a local network, JIExplorer can be set to work in this mode, as well. Images can
be added to specific folders, and at any time you can remove them from all folders. The
location of the images can even be changed. JIExplorer has a built in image viewer which
is the default. You can choose from a variety of built in viewers for those other image file
formats, including BMP, GIF, PNG, JPG, EPS and PDF. The built in viewer can be configured
with various options, including: * Exporting

What's New In JIExplorer?

JIExplorer is a Java image Explorer / Viewer, specifically intended for managing large
image collections. The program features an easy to use graphical interface, designed to
manage your photo collection. JIExplorer Features: Complete photo viewer with support
for image properties. Supports multiple file types, with previews for images and views for
DNG TIFF JPG. Supports Quick Look previews, creating action links, opening and saving
image files. Supports both thumbnails and full size images. Supports both “manual” or
automatic image matching. Supports image tags, and supports filtering images by tags.
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Supports date and copyright information. Supports image geometry. Supports multi-page
browsing. Image properties: supports JPEG, GIF, PNG, TIFF, DNG, X3F formats supports
most image properties, including EXIF, IPTC, XMP, IPTC, ICC, X3F, JPG comment text, EXIF
data, XMP data Supports image tags (tags are associated to images, tags can be used to
annotate images and create a photo encyclopedia). Supports date and copyright
information. Supports rotation of thumbnails and rotation of entire images. Supports zoom
of images Supports controls to resize and reposition images. Image geometries (e.g.
available area, current area, current area reduced to square, current area reduced to
circle, etc.) Image info: JIExplorer supports the most widely used image format in digital
photography: JPG (Joint Photographic Experts Group). JPEG is the most common format for
still images (a JPG file is an image compressed using a variable procedure called JPEG
compression), and is very common in digital photography, thanks to its ease of
compression and the small size of the files. JPEG compression (basically, lossy
compression) does not give 100% quality, and a lot of details can be lost during the
compression process. To make it possible to see all the image details, it is possible to use
JIExplorer to perform a complete decompression process on a JPG file, without losing
image quality. JPEG compression standard also allows the use of image color matrices to
adapt image color for different displays or to reduce the image size while maintaining
color quality. Again, if you want to see all the details, it is possible to set the color matrix
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System Requirements For JIExplorer:

OS: Windows 10 Processor: 2 GHz dual core Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce
GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 or greater Hard Drive: 16 GB free space Input: Keyboard
or game controller Click to expand...
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